
APPENDIX D 
THE PRESIDENTIAL CYCLE OF TWENTY YEARS 
The presidential cycle of vent' years very is known between the astrologi. Essentially, the president that 
he enters in loads in the year of the Giove conjunction - Saturno is died in loads. Since these 
conjunctions happen to regular intervals of vent' years, this cycle resort consequently. The recurrences 
of this cycle have been: 

William Harrison entered in loads in 1841 
Abraham Lincoln entered in loads in 1861 
James To. Garfield entered in loads in 1881 
William MKINLEY entered in loads in 1901 
Warren Harding entered in loads in 1921 
Franklin Roosevelt entered in loads in 1941 
John Kennedy entered in loads in 1961 

The president not necessarily dies in the term of the cycle of vent' the years in which it was elect. As an 
example, Abraham Lincoln was killed in 1865, shortly after to have been rieletto to its second period. 
The Giove conjunction - Saturno happened in its first period.  
Neanche this conjunction coincides necessarily with its first period of time in the government. 
MKINLEY rieletto to its second assignment in 1900, name it in loads during the conjunction of 1901.  
William Harrison died the 4 Opens them 1841 after a government month. In order to show how much he 
was tenacious, pronounced its speech of inauguration in one cold day of rain without coat. A month died 
after pneumonia.  
Abraham Lincoln was assassinated the 15 Opens them 1865, officially from John Wilkes Booth. Lincoln 
was the president in loads during mandate 1861 - 1865 when succeeded the conjunction.  
James To. garfield it died the 19 September 1881, eighty the 2 days after to be hit July 1881 from 
Charles J. Guiteau. 
William the the 14 MKINLEYS died September 1901, one week after to have been hit from Leon 
Czolgojz. 
Warren Harding died 2 August 1923 of thrombosis in the third year of its mandate. 
Franklin D. Roosevelt it died the 12 You open them 1945 of cardiac collapse. 
  
John F. Kennedy was assassinated 22 November 1963 officially from Lee Harvey Oswald. 
Astronomically, these periods of time of vent' years coincide with the conjunction of Giove - Saturno. 
The D Figure.1 extension the positions and the dates of the conjunctions Giove - Saturno between 1841 
and 1961.  
The D Figure.1 formed extension the trino from the successive conjunctions of Giove - Saturno. This 
conjunction is known like "triade", and turns out since every sessant' years the third conjunction of 
Giove and Saturno approximately takes place to the same relative position to fixed stars.    
Every third conjunction of Giove and Saturno EXACTLY does not take place to the same position in the 
sky. Rather, this point emigrates, in average, nine degrees. This fact can be seen in D Figure.1 where the 
intervals of sessant' years define the complete circle of 360° more nine degrees.  
As an example, the conjunctions that they succeeded in the Capricorno took place to 7° in 1841, then to 
16° in 1901, and finally to 24° in 1961. Everyone of these points was localized distant nine degrees.  
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This migration of nine degrees of the position of the conjunctions turned out in the Giove conjunction - 
Saturno to move in one new triade with Balance conjunction 1981 7°. Similarly, 1841 were the first year 
in which this conjunction it happened within this triade, and the first year of this presidential iettatura.  
The change in the triade in the 1981 coincided with the broken being the presidential cycle with the 
election of Ronald Reagan. Although it was hit in loads, it did not die. 

 
D Figure.1 
Positions of conjunctions Giove - Saturno between 1841 and the defining the 1961 the triplicità. 
  

Note: This is a computer translation of the original webpage. It is provided for general information only and should not be regarded as complete nor 
accurate.
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